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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The early Greek curriculum was the first recorded
effort of civilized peoples to make the practice and study
of correct health methods a part of the educational program and, now, every history student knows the Greeks
excelled in strong healthy bodies and in all things requiring strength and bodily skill and coordination.

And who

among us would question the development of the Greek mind?
The Greeks were the first to recognize that a sound mind
functioned best in a sound body.

We must all agree with

most authorities that educational growth and development
thrive best in a strong, healthy body .
Indeed, all of the accomplishments are at best; most
of them can be traced to Greek influence .

The people who

first emphasized physical fitness first gave us also the
best architecture, the best government, and, in short the
best of everything .

We might point to the vigorous health program put
into operation in the German state under the Hitler regime
to show another instance where a superior type of mind and
body was sought .

However, here is a case where the excel-

lence of body and mind resulting from practice was set to
the devilish task of seeking to destroy the choicest
fruits of civilization.
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Is it surprising then that in our day modern educators believe that health education should be given a larger
place in our educational life for the ultimate goal of
life, happiness, and success cannot be achieved without it .
The recent World War was a potent factor in bringing to the forefront the true health situation of America
in stark reality, for it was discovered by the Selective
Service Division of the United States Government that fully ·
two-thirds of the inductees bore physical handicaps which
were of a sufficient minor nature to have been remedied if
they had been discovered early enough. 1
This led to an investigation by the United States
Senate to evaluate the Army's findings .
The survey revealed some astonishing facts; chief
among them were:
1.

That medical care was far too high in America
for the average citizen .

2.

That the unusually high percentage of health
defective individuals was due to economic factors:

poor housing, inadequate diet, low

income, etc .
3.

Lack of adequate health courses in schools .
Tb.is startling revelation in so rich a country as

America gave great impetus to the Socialized Medical move•
1

Congress1onal Record, January, 1943 .

pp . 43- 4.
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ment in this country which at present time is before Congress and has the backing of many important medical
groups, such as, the Pennsylvania Medical Society and
others .
The industrial labor organizations favoring such a
medical plan are the United Steel

orkers of America and

the Brotherhood of American Locomotive Engineers .
A low National Health Flan was a plank in President
Harry

s.

Truman's platform in running for the office of

President of the United States .

This should give evidence

of the swing in favor of improved health conditions in
this country .
For everyone must realize that the health of a
country is a continuous national problem. It is
pretty certain that we have wasted much of our
time and energies in wrong beginnings . As it is
much easier to form than reform, it becomes perfectly evident that if we are really going to
change the het1th habits of people we must teach
the children.
Disraeli has said that the health of the people is
really the foundation upon which all their happiness and
their powers as a state depend .
If America is to stand as a leader among the
nations of the world, if she is to maintain her role
or protector of the peace, ~he must provide, first,
adequate living quarters for her population; she
must encourage correct health practices 8.fld attitudes
by starting with the child in the school .
The greatest opposition which the socialized medical
2

The Houston Post, February 6, 1949 .

8

Health Bulletin, State Department or Health .
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movement is having in America today is from the medical
doctors themselves, who protest that such a plan would
lower the quality of medical care being offered and ultimately destroy the medical profession, for it would subject
medicine to politics .
It would kill the competitive spirit of medicine;
doctors being paid a salary would have no incentive to
improve and maintain high standards in the profession, they
claim.
The socialized movement in this country may never
materialize, but one thing is certain, more mu.st be done in
the way of improving the health condition of the struggling
masses of people who reside in the isolated communities
and rural areas of America in general and Texas in particular .
Attention must be brought to bear on this question .
Hospital facilities and available public health services
must be made available to the average citizen at rates
which he can afford to pay.
The annual address at the headquarters of the American Medical Association bore out the fact that the average
American does not know how to choose an adequate diet to
keep his body in such condition as to combat disease .
average rural American lives in substandard houses .

The

With

these conditions taken care of, the health conditions of
•

the average citizen would be appreciably raised.
They also pointed out that the statistics taken from
the files of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company
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revealed a direct connection between the economic status of
states and their sick and death rates . 4
It has been pointed out repeatedly in the surveys of
investigators comparing the educational and economic rating
between the southern and northern states that the states
ranking highest in illiteracy are on a lower economic scale
and suffer from higher death and sickness rates than those
states where economic standards usually are maintained at
a decent level .
Incidentally, these factors are not just the wilted
fruit of a weak, poorly-developed civilization; they mean
that the American social order has not co-operated, has
not been responsible for the best possible type of existence
for its citizens .
Where we find faulty economic conditions, we find
also the inevitable progeny; sickness, malnutrition, death,
and low cultural attainments .

We believe that it is the

sacred responsibility of the school, the most potent factor
in our social order, to focus the attention of society on
its problem of hum.an health .
Coincident with the fact that there are parallel
similarities existing between areas of low income and low
economic conditions in general and areas where the status

or

health is low, there are corresponding relationships

-truHealth Survey," The Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company Bulletin, pp . 2- 4 .
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between healthful people on land rich in essential body
elements and unhealthy people on land where these elements
have been allowed to become depleted in the soil or have
been washed away by lack of proper conservation measures .
In the Evans Springs Comm.unity, there is glaring
evidence that conservation of the natural resources of
land, water , and forest have been wasted enormously .

On

practically every farm, except those owned by absentee
landlords the valuable pine has been all but exterminated .
On the big absentee-owned farms, there is strikingly the
opposite picture .

The pine and other valuable species

have been preserved and cared for scientifically.
The lands upon which the colored of this area live
show no evidence of terracing, contours, or strip-crop
farming .
It is significant that their sick and dead far
exceed that of the white people even though the colored
exceed them in numbers .

It is evident that the abnormal

health conditions existing among the colored have their
origin in land which produces below par, which is deficient in vital elements , and in diet which fails to supply
the necessary food elements for health and growth .
As previously stated in this treatise, it is the
duty of the school, acting as the chief agency in our social order, to be not only concerned with the cultivation
of our minds and the molding of proper attitudes and
Philosophies, but to be concerned with something more fun-
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damental- - the care and maintenance of the human body itself .
Especially should this be one of the functions of the
southern Negro school .

Segregated and discriminated

against, it must accept the responsibility of seeing that
every factor which would affect the health of its people is
brought to light, pointed out, and corrected .
With these things in mind, the Negro schools of the
South may well serve the function put into words by Jesse
Fairing Williams, that outstanding authority on health edu11

cation:

It is the duty of the school to raise appreciably

1

the he al th of the people of a connnuni ty . 11 8
People must strive to combat disease, poor health,
poverty, and fear, for the presence of these take the joy
out of living .

We must understand the .function of the

human body, the materials of the earth upon which it must
subsist, which of these materials the human body may exist
without, wholly or partially, and what biological or chemical changes result when these are lacking . -Since we claim
heritage to a democratic form of society, it is our duty
to provide every individual of our social order the education to properly take care of the body which God has given
him .

Every American citizen should lmow the food best
suited to him, the other needs of the organism, the way in
which the mind works, the manner in which bacteria works,
6

illiams, Jesse F .
pp . 221-79 .

Personal and Applied Hygiene .
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the manner in which they attack the body, the conditions
under which they attack, and the most accepted method of
combatting them.
Whatever happens to man's cultural and mental development, nothing can be saerificed for the biological
purpose of man's existence .
To quote an eminent writer on health education:
The art of fine living consists of the greatest
intellectual development and the most worthy social
service possible, without loss of power to continue
the race adequately to enjoy life fully, end to be
a real source of happiness to others .
There need be no essential conflict between the
demands of health and the demands of the intellectual and
moral life .

If health is not thought of as an end, but

only as a means for the accomplishment of worthwhile work
in life, a good life calls for the proper development of
the body morally, physically, and mentally .
That eminent psychologist, Thorndike,says in this
connection:
To some extent we barter our health for the other
valuables--knowledge, skill and habits of utility to
the conmmnity. At present we sell too much of health
but it would be equalll unwise to sacrifice everything for health . It s better to be a Socrates with
a headache than t perrectly healthy pig . There mu.st
be a compromise .
6

371-3 .

Cb.aney, Margaret

s.

Nutrition.

?The Journal of American Hygiene.

PP • 338-39 .
Vol . 9 .

pp .
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Health knowledge must apply to the whole of man .
There must be no return to the

11

quack 11 health beliefs and

superstitions which have held sway over the lines of
ignorant people .

Such practices may have some special

merit in obscure cases; they have no place in the modern
scheme of health education and hygienic science .
The life of man in his adjustment to the strains ot
modern lite, his hopes and aspiration, his work and play
and recreation, indeed, his love and workshop is not to be
guided by mystic formula, not to be saved by special methods.
Hygiene is tested by its contributions to life .
In this survey of the health status of the colored
residents of the Evans Springs Community, the writer hopes
to awaken in them a sense of the nature of the health situation which confronts them; thereby stressing and emphasizing the causes which have made this rural Negro community suffer the highest sick and death rate of any community in the count~y.
Necessity of Survey
The necessity of the survey of the health status of
Evans Springs Colored Community grew out of the startling
revelation revealed by the three colored undertaking establishments in Palestine, Texas, that more deaths had occurred in the Evans Springs locality in the last twelve-month
period than in any adjoining community .
The medical doctors, Patton and Vorhees, in charge
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of the Anderson County Colored Clinic, reported an increasing number of sick cases from this area .

They also report-

ed an outstanding diet deficiency .
The Department of Public Health, Austin, Texas,
reported by letter that Anderson County stood high in the
number of deaths in respect to counties in Texas .
With this information at hand, it was clearly evident that, indeed, here was a rich field worthy of investigation .

In studying the health status of the Negro

citizens of the Evans Springs Community, the writer's purpose was to determine the prevailing factors affecting
their health .
The writer made a study of fifty families representing a cross section of the community .

The study is to

reveal the following situations:
1.

1'h.at types of illnesses have affected the Negro
residents of Evans Springs the past year?

2.

To what extent were they due to housing and diet?

3.

What public health services are available to the
people of the community?

4.

To what extent does the connnunity school contribute
to the idea of adequate health education?

5.

To ascertain, if possible, the cause for the
abnormal death rate occurring in. the connnunity
the last twelve months.

6.

To reconnnend a solution .

ll
Problem
In this study it is the problem of' the v,riter to
show that an abnormal sick and death rate exist in the
Evans Springs Community by presenting actual cases as
revealed by an individual case study of fifty families .
The writer will make recommendations for improving
the situation .
Scope
The material contained in this investigation will
be confined to the Evans Springs Community and Anderson
County in general .
Definition of Terms
Most of the terms employed in this study are simple
and need no explanation, but the reader might refer to the
footnotes at the bottom of the pages for reference to some
expressions and philosophies .
Method of Securing Data
The methods employed by the writer in securing data
for the survey of the Evans Springs Colored Community were:
l.

Survey forms outlining the required information
were typed and run off in the school's commercial
department by the students .
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2.

These cases were interviewed first hand by the
investigator so as to observe actual situations;
the interviewed persons, in most cases, were
asked to write the questions in their own handwriting.

3.

Interviews were had with the three Negro doctors in
the city of Palestine, Texas for records from
their files revealing 1n1"ormation of the health
status of the Evans Springs Colored residents.

4.

The Patton and Vorhees Clinic was asked to check
closely its files of one or more years back for
the records of sick and ailing cases from this
area.

5.

The Colored Funeral Homes were interviewed as to
deaths in this locality (there are four such
Homes in the Palestine vicinity).

6.

The State Department of Public Health was checked
to give the number of deaths in Anderson County
over a period of three years.

7.

The Prairie View State College Library was used
as a source of reference on week-end yisits.
These surveys being completed in the late spring of

1949, tables were compiled from the actual facts thus
obtained.
Conclusions were drawn from information available.
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Survey of Related Studies
Much credit must be given to a similar study in
nutrition where ideas ~ere gained on current practices in
making nutritional surveys .
This study was entitled:

A Symposium of "Findings

of Research in Foods and Nutrition in Texas," conducted by
Lowille Langram., Nutrition, consultant, January 11, 1945,
Texas State Department of Health. 8
A nutritional survey of 330 children was made in

Austin, Texas, Becker School, 1942, where information on
diet was obtained and an appraisal made by questions was
taken from students (Elementary) in the Becker school and
from what their family heads stated that the family food
record had been .
Another case study of this nature was made in the
public schools of Gary, Indiana by Wait and Roberts.

The

study was made on 52 girls ranging from 10 to 16 years
where the girls were asked to relate their habits or diet
so the investigators might note variations in protein
intake . 8

8

Bulletin on Nutrition, Texas State Health Department, 1948 .
8

Chaney, Margaret

s.

Nutrition .

pp. 338-339 .
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CHAPTER II
DESCRIPTION OF COMMUNITY HOMES AND TYPES OF CROPS
The Evans Springs Comnnmity
Evans Springs Community is located in the northern
part of Anderson County between Neches and Frankston, Texas,
about six miles off the Neches river and seven miles north
of Highway 79 .
Tb.ere are about two hundred and sixty families in
this area, and ninety per cent of them are Negroes .

The

principal industries are farming and cutting pine logs to
accommodate the pulp wood industry .
part is a thin loam .

The soil for the most

The principal cash crop 1s tomatoes .

There are about five churches in the community and
three schools--two grade schools and one accredited high
school, having a complete enrollment of 410 pupils and 16
teachers .
Most of the teachers live in the conmnmity in the
immediate locality of the school, for there is no teacherage .

The county has one part-time Jeanes supervisor, a
home demonstration agent, a county agent and six VA schools.
As a whole, the people are poor and unstable .
Alth01!lgh many own their homes, most of the families interviewed had spent some time in the western areas of Texas
Picking cotton to supplement the annual family income .
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The cultural status of most of the people 1s very
low, most of them probably having never completed an elementary education .

Tb.ere is much evidence of backwardness,

and reluctance to welcome the coming of new knowledge among
them.
A decade previous the oil industry flourished in the
locality and most people mo worked became "hired hands•
leaving their farms and homes unkept .
The result has been a group of people vbo became
wage minded and shifted here and there in search of jobs
where there was a pay day each week.
Now, many of them have c,ome back to these deserted
homes, which they are unable to decently repair and to the
farms which they are as yet unwilling to till and with them
came sickness and death .
The roads in this area are bad which retards the
coming of many improvements and ideas which would do much
to change the habits and customs of the people .

tlth the

coming of good roads and electric lights, much change will
come to this area .
Home Environment
In making the survey of the conmnmity the writer had
questionnaires typed and run off by the school's commercial
department asking the following information:
l.

Number in family .
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2.

Types of illnesses affecting family past year or
three years .

3.

Diet usually eaten (m81!l!u) .

4.

Family physician .

5.

Type of water supply, well, spring, or pump .

6.

Date.

7.

Signature of person interviewed.
(For copy

or

questionnaire:

See Appendix C)

The things the writer wished to cover in the survey
were only those which would bear directly or indirectly
on the health status of the people concerned .

The factors

which made up the people's environment were strictly
observed:

1.

The homes

2.

Types of crops

3.

Gardens

4.

Poultry

s.

Livestock (beef and pork)

6.

The physical condition of people surveyed
a.

Their average daily diet

b.

Prevalent ailments among them

c.

The deaths occurring among them during

the last year
The Homes . --

In the home survey none of the fifty

cases had screened doors and windows; none had indoor

toilets, and this family did not derive the bulk of its
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income from the farm .

None of the cases surveyed had

provisions for running water, hot or cold .

None had

sinks for proper sterilization of cooking and eating
utensils .

The majority of the homes were in need of

repair in some way.
~

The Home Owners. -- The majority of the colored

citizens in the Evans Springs Community live in four-room
box houses, and they exist on a substandard diet and have
at some period had an acute form of respiratory ailment.
The majority drank water from wells, and only two out of
the fifty cases had wells tiled from the bottom up, and
three out of fifty cases drank water from unprotected
springs.

Only six cases out of -the fifty had adequate

dwellings .

It is interesting to note how fe~ of these

homes knew of, or were able to afford a balanced diet.

The lunch being offered at school in most cases was the
most complete one offered to them during the week.

The Houses . -- In visiting the homes, they were
found to be as the case study will reveal, mostly box,
covered by rudely applied brick siding; the floors were
bare in most cases.

The roof stood in need of covering

1n a vast number of instances .

Very few of the houses

surveyed had screened doors and vtindows.

'fhese homes

received some form of subsistence other than the farm
income.

In every case surveyed members of the family had

suffered some form of respiratory ailment during the past
three years .
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It was significant to note prevalence of ailments
due, directly or indirectly, to the hazards of climatic
conditions .

The bui1d1ngs were old, having been in need of

repair for years .

In the study of individual cases in the

appendix, we note bad teeth, heart disease, tons1l1t1s,
rheumatism, pneumonia being the consistent ailments, which
the doctors reasoned extended over a long period, had grown
into more serious complications .
The basis of the trouble being in poor food and
housing .
We feel that if people in this area could be gainfully employed at home, there would be a substantial reduction gradually in the number of sick and dead .
The diseases brought on by climatic conditions
affect certain focal spots slowly and impairs the individual's health,alowly destroying othe~ organs .

The individual thus affected may never completely
recover for though he may extract bad tonsils caused by a
leak in the house, he cannot repair the diseased heart

valve, which may later destroy him.
Here is a typical meal being offered in the homes
for dinner and supper:
Green vegetables (canned)

Meat

Navy beans (boiled)

Corn bread
Syrup

This was the typical meal we found among the resi-
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dents .

Needless to say this meal is insufficient to meet

adequate body requirements .

This probably accounted for

the fact that 98 per cent of the enrollment patronized the
school lunch .
In making this study, it was especially interesting
to see the provisions these people have for improving and
supplementing their own diet; that 1s, their gardens and
orchards .

-

Out of the entire fifty surveyed, only one in-

dividual has a decent orc,hard and even this is badly in
need of spraying and treatment for borers .

Thirty-six

cases out of fifty gardens planted; but, because they have
not been tended; they do not yield .

The remaining seven-

teen cases have made little or no efforts to have a good
garden .
The Home-Environment Crops . -cases were similar:

The crops in most

peas, corn, tomatoes, cotton, sweet

and white potatoes, though one thing was especially noticeable--the crops were not well-tended, and very little
attention had been paid to canning and preserving necessary
foods for future use .
Table I will give an idea of the nature of the
nutrition and money value that the surveyed families would
receive from their crops .
Twenty-one families had corn crops 1n 1949.
Twenty-two had pea crops .
Twenty-four had tomato crops, etc .
These first three items give the following facts:

20

TABLE OF CROPS

21
TABLE I.

TABLE OF CROPS, 1948-1949

Families

Crops

21

Corn

22

Peas

24

Tomatoes

6

White
Potatoes

Work
Animals

Poul•
try

Fruit
Trees

Cows

598

228

34

79

10

Peanuts

13

Cotton

8

Melons

Gardens
36

Only 42 per cent of the fifty families had grain for poultry
and pork growing .

Only 44 per cent had pea crops, while

48 per cent had tomato crops; 20 per cent had peanut
crops.

This situation will throw light on the low poultry

and hog crops.
grain crops.
ca.ah crop .

One half of the people surveyed had no
Nearly the same number had tomato crops as a

One-fifth had peanuts which were very low in

cash value for the year 1949 .

It should be pointed out

that the cash income for crops in this family survey was
low and that not enough of them had crops planted which
cou.ld be sold to other crops which might have converted
them into different forms of nutrition .
Their shortage of poultry and hogs might easily be
attributed to a lack of sufficient grain crops, and conse-
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quently to a lack of nutritious food on the farm table .
In the survey of fifty families averaging four
people per family there were 598 poultry , an average of
2. 9 items of poultry per person .
There were thirty- four cows to the two hundred people, an average of approximately five people per cow.
Seventy-two per cent had gardens which are very important
since most of the staple vegetable nutrients would come
from it .
It is felt that much of the incompleteness of diet
in this area could be made up by a better program of crop
improvement supervised and encouraged by the Vocational
Department of the Clemons High School serving the area and
the County Extension Service .
There is need for more education along these lines.
There is need for more variety in crops; more people who
plant full crops and are not dependent on wages for a farm
life existence .

This program could be centered in the

school through Parent-Teacher Associations and N. F . A.
organizations headed up by committees selected from teachers and patrons at P. T. A. and N. F. A. joint meetings .
Such a program gave excellent results in a similar
case well described by L. D. Daily in her thesis entitled:
"Tb.e Objectives and Accomplishments of the Coordinated
Progre.m in the Wheeler Springs Community." 10
10Da1ly,

L. D. "The Objectives and Accomplishments
of the Coordinated Program of the Wheeler Springs Connnunity,11 Unpublished Master's thesis, Prairie View College.
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Mrs . Daily shows that centering a coordinated program about the school with parents and teachers helping in
planning surveys, cro~s, reclamation projects , and the
Wheeler Springs Comnnmity was made practically self sufficient .

Every family having as nru.ch nutritious food as

could be produced by their own efforts .
Such a program would serve well in the Evans Springs
Connnunity where there is ample evidence of poor crop systems and haphazard farming methods .
As economic conditions return to normalcy with the
consequent shutting down of many industries, there will be
a natural return to the farm .

Negroes ranking highest as

unskilled laborers will find themselves more and more out
of work, it is inevitable that they nru.st return to the
farm and will not have the extra money to buy extras for
the farm table, unless a better program of food raising
e.nd preservation is set up .
without nutritious foods .

People cannot remain healthy
These farmers were expecially

lacking in poultry and fruit crops in their area.

In fact,

in the survey of more. than fifty families, the investigator
looked in vain to see a well-rounded program of poultry or
an orchard which showed evidence of care and planning .
One case surveyed had an orchard of perhaps 150
peach trees, but it was apparent that they were very old
and had not been pruned in several years .
Many people complained when questioned about their
lack of adequate poultry crops, "Well, this old land won't
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grow grain unless it 1 s fertilized, and that's why the family went west to try to get enough money to make a crop."
The table will indicate that approximately 50 per
cent of the fifty cases had corn planted as a grain crop,
but there were indications that this was a recent practice
since World War Two when there was an influx of farming
people back to the rural areas of their native homes who
had spent, in many cases half a decade "working for wages . "
In taking the study, the writer was obliged to drop
in unexpectedly in some cases ; in others, young children
were asked who would more nearly reveal the truth .

Most

families were reluctant to tell what their conditions
actually were and they were asked to write .

Many times

their written statements did not reveal the truth .

All,

however, were conscious of the fact that the investigation
was being made to attempt to get to the root of the health
situation existing in the community .
Dropping in on a typical family one night, there was
an invitation to supper .
it was accepted .

To the surprise of the hostess,

The menu consisted of plain white corn

bread and cabbage greens and a small platter of fish .
There was no milk, no fruit, no dessert of any kind .

The

children at this time were attending school and securing a
fairly well-balanced meal from the lunch accommodations
there .

The other members of the family were being sadly

undernourished while doing hard manual labor .
One Sunday afternoon a similar case was encountered.
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The meal was monotonous and typical .

Corn bread, syrup,

and freshly killed meat (hog meat) on two dishes made up
the meal; no milk, no salad, no vegetables of any kind to
help the meal .
It was glaringly evident that not only did most of
the people lack home grown fruit and poultry, but they were
not eating enough beef .

Many authorities on nutrition

speak out against a strict pork diet; people whose bodies
have become long conditioned to pork or hog meat are potential victims of chronic digestional complications because
of the difficulty the stomach juices will experience in
attempting to break down the fat to be absorbed into the
cells and tissues .

Such a diet will eventually facilitate

the presence of muscular diseases:

rheumatism, sinus

trouble, arthritis , and similar ailments reduce the mineral content in the blood which lessens the ability of the
body to combat disease .
The grocery stores where the families traded were
surveyed in an effort to find out more definitely what
they bought .
In other cases the food shopping list was requested .
The persons surveyed were asked what home grown foods were

on hand and what items of food were bought for the family
consumption generally.
The investigator made periodical checks in an effort
to verify the kind and variation of diets at intervals over

a span or two or three months .
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CHAPTER III

* INTERPRETATION OF

DATA

In 1947 there were 578 deaths in the area of Anderson County and Palestine, aceording to the State Department
of Public Health .

In 1948 there were 603 deaths, an in-

crease of 25 deaths over 1947, which is high for counties
of the population of Anderson .
Now we have for consideration a list of the three
rural co:mmunities 11 which approximately equal the Evans
Springs Community in size:
some startling facts .

The following chart indicates

Forty-eight per cent of the deaths

occurring in four communities in the vicinity of Evans
Springs were in that connnunity .

Surely there must be

causes for this abnormal death rate, and surely something
can be done to check this condition .

11

0ounty Extension Service, Palestine, Texas, 1948 .

* See Appendix.
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TABLE OF DEATHS AS IN THREE COMMUNITIES
1948-1949
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TABLE II . MORTALITY RATE IN THE EVANS SPRING COMMUNITY IN
COMPARISON WITH THREE SIMILAR COMMUNITIES

Community

Approximate
Number of
Families

Deaths

1.

Elkhart

220

12

2.

Massey Lake

270

11

3.

Tucker

248

18

4.

Evans Springs

260

44

Year

1948

In this table, it may be clearly seen that death in
the Evans Springs Connnunity exceeded by twenty-six, the
deaths in the conmnmity ranking next to it .
It was outstandingly evident that this condition in
the Evans Springs Conmnmity was unusual in nature .
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TABLE OF DEATHS ACCORDING TO AILMENTS
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TABLE III .

DEATHS OCCURRING IN THE EVANS SPRII~GS COMMUNITY

1948-1949

Occupation

Sex

Ailment

12

Farming

Female

Heart disorder

8

Farming

Male

Hee.rt disorder

9

Farming

Male

Pneumonia

4

Farming

Female

Flu

5

Farming

Male

Stomach-liver

2

Farming

Male

Cancer

4

Farming

Male

Complications

44

Farmers

Male and Female

Number

Analysis of this chart will also show that the medical authorities treating the ailing persons who died in
this area believed that the abnormal death rate was caused
by diseases of the circulatory, respiratory, and digestive

systems of the body.

Approximately 75 per cent of the

ailments were of possible respiratory origin one-half of
one per cent; cancer and the remaining 24 1/2 per cent
were complications of other diseases .
This is very significant since one defect in one of
these kindred systems may cause a defect in another.
Unusual exposure to the hazards of inclement weather will
impair the organs and operation of the respiratory system
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by irritating the mucous membrane, clogging the lungs and
sinal passages with mucous, preventing their proper functioning and setting up inflammation and infection which
may produce toxins which may enter in the blood stream and
flow to the heart, destroying its valves and cardiac tissues, causing organic heart trouble, high blood pressure,
end allied circulatory infections . 18
It is also easy to prove to anyone with even the
slightest knowledge of the science of body operation, that
people who are deprived of proper food over a long period
of time develop acute digestional disorders which lead to
various diseases of the stomach .
The writer wishes to point that without doubt these
conditions had much to do with the excessive sick and death
rate of the Evans Springs area .

The economic conditions

of this area showed the lowest in the county .

Co-operation

was given by the Extension Service of the county in cooperation with the agricultural instructor at Evans Springs
Colored School in appraising the economic status of the
communities in question .
Deaths
Such focal infections as diseased tonsils, bad
teeth, infected sinus passages are the forerunners of all
11 ~1111ams,

pp . 448-51 .

Jesse F .

Personal and Applied Hygiene.
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types of diseases of organs.

It was also pointed out by the

United State Senate investigation of America's health during the last World War that such ailments were far more
prevalent among Mexicans and Negroes than among whites.
They reasoned that this was natural since the economic
status was lower, they are victims of bad housing, poor
food, and inadequate medical care.
When the medical system of America was attacked, it
countered by pointing out that no amount of medical care
could maintain adequate health standards among people who
had been economically handicapped.

It was not the fault of

the medical system but of the government which had failed
to distribute the fruits of the nation equally to its
oitizens. 13
In the appendix at the end of this work we have
listed the fifty-two case studies of the families surveyed
in the study which we will attempt to analyze here.

This

information was obtained mostly by personal interviews,
for questionnaires alone were not dependable.
The following table will indicate the nature of
disease, diet, condition of homes as surveyed in individual
case studies signed by family heads.

18Etheredge,

Students.

Maude Lee.
Fifth Edition.

Health Facts for College
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TABLE OF DIET, DISEASE, AND HOME CONDITIONS

TABLE IV.

DI.ET, DISEASE, AND HOME CONDITIONS

HBP
Rh.auIn- Heart ConArBad
Pneu- thri- Stom- Syph- san- Trou- di- Asth- Diet Diet Diet T.
Ton- maaoh
ilis ity ble
Good Fair Poor B.
Teeth sil.s tism Flu monia tis
tion ma

10

1.1.

11

11

4

l

3

2

11

11

l

6

3

7

42

l

HO ME
Fr Ir

Gd

6

1.0 3·5

This table shows at a glance the distribution of ailments, range of diets,
and condition of homes in the survey of fifty families.

.,,.

CA
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Table IV shows the prevailing range of diets, ailments, and condition of homes found in the connnunity.
There were 36 homes in poor condition, six homes in
good condition, and ten homes in fair condition.
There were 42 cases which indicated poor diet;
seven diets were fair; three cases indicated good diets.
There were seven cases of asthma and one case of
high blood pressure.
Eleven cases of heart trouble, two cases of syphilis, and one case of arthritis were indicated.
There were eleven cases of border line insanity.
Four cases of pneumonia were indicated.
There were eleven cases each of influenza, rheumatism, and tonsilitis.

There were ten cases of bad teeth.

Three cases o:f stomach disorder were indicated.
This table reveals that of the seventy cases taken
together, :fifty of them or 71 per cent were of possible
respiratory origin.

Even for this year, there were thirty-

six poor condition homes against ten fair and six good
homes.
It is easy to conclude that if the present sick and
death rate continue, they will be similar in kind to the
Preceding deaths--of a respiratory nature.
The majority of these people lived in bad homes and
subsisted upon poor diets; their incomes were scanty and
uncertain.
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Their income was not sufficient to have these conditions remedied in time to prevent infection of body
organs; their appreciation of health education was too
limited to make the most of the situation in which they
find themselves .

It will become, then, the sacred duty

of the school to awaken in the people as sense of health
responsibility and economic necessity which in the end
will pay them back in harvests of good health and more
abundant living.
The writer found the Colored Funeral Homes of the
City of Palestine the best source of information as to
Negro mortality rates in isolated cozmnunities .

They,

alone, keep a record as to what person dies in what
locality .

Since they have a monopoly in this business,

they provided the only reliable source of information .

The Patton and Vorhees Clinic was able to furnish
information regarding the cases of ailments.
Tb.is information was secured in personal interviews
with these authorities and recorded on memoranda to cheek
the case studies made individually.

The doctors stressed

the possibility that poor diet conditions were the base of
the prevalence of the sick and death rate in the Evans
Springs area .
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CHAPTER IV
THE EVANS SPRINGS SCHOOL DIET AND
RECREATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
The program for recreation is fair at the Clemens
School.

During basketball ~eason this activity was domi-

nant, though being monopolized by the upper class, skilled
students .

Volley ball has never gained the interest of

the students to a great extent probably, because of a lack
of interest on the part of the sports instructors .
On the school campus there is a court for girls and
one for boys .
games are held.

There is a softball diamond where intramural
There is not adequate space on the school

campus for proper recreation; and, further there are not
ample funds for installation of the type of facilities
which would constitute an adequate recreational program.
The two courts are dirt, and in cold and other forms of
inclement weather, playing is impossible .

'l'he backboards

are of wood construction being erected on wooden posts.
There is no period for athletic activities as such,
and the activity is carried on at whatever chance periods
the instructor in charge may be able to get from the regUl.ar schedule of classes .

Naturally, there is no function-

ing recreational program in operation at the Clemens High
Sehool.
The instructor is not able to cope with the problems
as he should, because he has a :f'ull-time job of teaching
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vocational agriculture .

Proper physical development in

the young bodies of children is of vital importance in the
maintenance of physical and mental health.
In many instances small children never get the opportunity to derive the skill and body coordination which
comes from supervised recreation.
The recreational program at the school could be

supplemented by the rearrangement of the schedule of
classes and the employment of a full time coach of athletic
activities.
It may be said here that under the proposed changes
in the school systems of Texas by the Gilmer-Aiken Committee, provision will be made for such activities under a
f'u.11 time supervision, adequate equipment being furnished

by the board of school officials.

In such case, it is highly probable that the school
will sponsor a fuller athletic program, including Tennis
and Football .
It is highly true that a well-rounded program of
sports would add immeasurably to the development of evecy
child coming to school, rather than patronizing the select
few who seem more capable .
It could be easily proved that physical f1~nesa of

the nature provided by the school could help in preventing

the ease with which children contract colds, by raising
body resistance, by causing blood to circulate faster, and
building muscle and bone.
The mental and moral values of such a program are
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invaluable; indeed, one could not think of a more inviting
and wholehearted way of .purifying the mind and morals.
The lessons of good sportsmanship are fair play,
endurance, respect for other people's rights, clean living,
and regular habits would inevitably reap their harvest in
healthful living .
Dietary Characteristics of the School
The school lunch program of the school is rather
plain, but fairly nutritious.

It is supported by reim-

bursements from the Federal Government and partly by payments of the children in cash or products which they bring
f'rom home .
The building which houses the lunch system is rudely
constructed of logs, and there are no screens, no running
water, no sink, and no sanitary method of sterilizing the
cooking u~ensils .

Moreover, the building is too small to

comfortably accommodate the number who try to use it .
The menu usually consists of the following:
Sa.lads

Grapefruit Juice

White Bread

Stew Meat and Vegetables

Powdered Milk with water added

This diet, while nutritious, is repeated too often to
be enjoyed always by the children.
meal served during the day .

There is just the one
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The Health Curriculum at the School
There -is a course in f'undamentals of health taught
at the school in grades seven through eight.

In this

course the science of the hum.an body is studied, the various systems of the body are taken up and studied in order
of their importance .
The muscular system, the skeletal, the nervous, the
respiratory, the circulatory, and the excretory systems.
Then there is a portion of the course devoted to
the study of foods, how they are burned in the intestines,
their values as body builders, the various functions which
they serve.
Foods tor energy, for growth, and for repair of
tissues, protective foods.
The child studies calories and their relation to
correctly balanced meals and food requirements for different seasons and different types of work.

He learns the

Various f'ood elements and the part which they play in the
maintenance of the body.
He learns how the various infections from disease
get into the blood stream and cause damage to the heart,
eyes, and other important organs .

He is taught how to

prevent these harmful infections by eating proper foods,
taking proper rest and recreation, wearing appropriate
clothes for all seasons and talcing due care to avoid possible body infections f'rom external sources.
Tb.ere are no provisions for keeping the food hot,
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which is an important aspect.
The school is under supervision of the principal
who plans the meals and buys the food, although the school
has a department of Home Economics with far more facilities
for preparing a lunch.
Tb.is meal, though, is eaten by ninety-eight per
cent of the children who come to school; it is perhaps
the best balanced meal they receive during a week; the meal
for children costs ten cents and many are unable to pay
this amount.

It is felt, however, that taking into con-

sideration the condition of the homes from which the children come, the school lunch unit has made a definite
contribution to their health.
Since there is an adequate Homemaking Department in
the school, it is probably that if the school lunch could
be operated under its supervision much variety could be
added to the meal.
The cooks are paid people, and the activity would
not take too much of the students• and teachers' time from
class work but would provide an opportunity for useful
supervised practice work in the field.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The survey of the health status of the colored residents of the Evans Springs Community was taken by making a
case study of fifty-two families chosen at random and
representing a reliable oross section of the community.
This survey of the community revealed that the
typical colored resident lives in four-roo~dilapidated
houses without nourishing diets.
Further, that the crops which these people are to
depend on were not properly tilled and were not properly
diversif'ied .

Tb.is is a great measure accounted for their

diet def'ieiency, for they were lacking foods rich in vitamins and minerals and foods rich in calcium, as milk.
They subsisted on a meat diet which medical authorities revealed was a factor highly conducive to stomach and
circulatory disturbances, offering no protective inf'luences
against disease.

Their diets were strikingly lacking in

fruit and fish .

Too much part-time farming among these people, too
much seasonal work in the western areas of the state which
Prohibited their giving the required time and attention to
their own f'arms .

It was found that those

mo

were in other

forms of employment than farming generally had better meals,
J

leas sickness, and better homes.
There was the presence of dental defects, which
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condition indicated low economic ability over a long peri•
od, and probably a lack of a balanced mineral diet .
'l'he school lunch program in the oo~ity was fair
but too restricted with poor building and cooking accommodations, needing hot and running water and screened food
compartments .

However, this was probably the children's

best meal during the day .
There were children with sores on ears and face,
with pale listless skin which indicated a riboflavin deficiency which a well-balanced meal would have afforded .
Tb.e _Evans Springs Connnunity was compared with two
other rural areas similar . in size, finding a great difference in the sick and death rates .
It is believed that a program should be ' started in
the conn:nunity to make the residents conscious of the actual
health and economic conditions which exist.
It is believed that this program could be best administered by the school with the co-operation of the com•
niunity so that democracy may be felt in its operation.
All in all, it was found that a very serious econom.ic situation exists in the Evans Springs Colored Connnunity and has given rise to health situations which threaten
the normal health of the conmnmity .
It is a foregone fact that where individuals are
exposed or deprived of essential food the body resistance
1s lowered, and the body becomes a victim or an easy prey
to disease .
It is commonly known that in certain southern states
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where groups of sharecroppers have been caught on poor
soil in inadequate houses, subsisting on rations of sow
belly and molasses, that epidemics have taken an immense
toll; and death and misery and wretchedness resulted.
It is only fair and natural with the evidence at
hand relative to the health of the people in the community
surveyed that an acute health situation exists here, one
which deserves the sincere attention of all agencies of
the conmrunity.
It is further evident from statistics at hand, that
the health situation has an economic base in this locality
of long standing which has gradually sapped the health of
the residents, and which can only be ultimately corrected
by a dynamic program of Crop and Home Improvement . of extension of Public Health Services to the inmates of this area.
The condition is one wherein the people, because of
lack of interest or education in proper crop cultivation,
and partly because of the oil industries having flourished
once in this area, have become, for the most part, dependent
on wages for the earning of a livelihood; and, now that
this is gone, they are reluctant to intelligently and
industriously resume their former farming occupations.
The result has been a low standard of living producing a high sick and death rate.
The writer should like to mention personal interviews with the doctors who serve this . area; it appears
that they felt the average diet among the colored residents
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was lackin~ in fish and poultry.

One lady said the doctor

recommended that chicken be eaten twice a week, but they
were poor people and could eat it if they could raise the
feed to grow the chickens •
. Thus .runs a typical story:

poor soil, poor unprof-

itable crops and, especially, poor people.

Streams running

over the wooded area of Texas' great timber region, potentially rich in fish and fowl resources, and yet, here were
people starving for them.

The practice of medicine by Flint emphasized the
theory that in the treatment of heart disease, the poultry
and fish diet was highly reconnnend~d; they contain elements which serve to give strength to the heart muscle. 16

It is evident that a coordinated community program
of resource and health conservation is absolutely inevitable if the health of the people concerned is to be improved.
Since the mineral content of the soil is directly concerned with the health of the life vilich exists upon it.

The

tot.a l general condition of the community must be alerted
to the seriousness of the situation so that all agencies
of the group may be brought to bear upon it.
A typical program is well described in the Objec-

tives and Accomplishments of -the Coordinated Program of
Wheeler S~rings Comm.unity, a thesis by Lula D. Daily.

She says:·
14Fliat,J,S.The

Practice or Medicine.

PP• 315-17.
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Improved family living , and improved farm
facilities can be accomplished through a coordinated program. It can well serve to
eliminate the practice of migration from the
rural areas; . 1:t can insure every farm family
a balanced year-round diet here 1n the southland where Negroes have long been victims of
undernour1shme¥t,
poverty, illiteracy, and
low standards . 5 .
There must be more co-operation between the school
of agriculture and the people of the conmnmity; there
must be more co-operation with the program of the extension
workers in the connnunity .
The community must accept their program of Resource
and Home Improvement if their living standards are to be
raised .
There must be more adequate Public Health Service
made available to the people; this may spring indirectly
from the state government, to be supplemented by t~e people, this proposal will be presented in the recommendations.
Recommendations
In view of the facts brought out by the health survey of fifty families representing approximately two hundred people selected at random 1n the connnunity .

The

following specific recommendations are offered:
Lula D. "The Objectives and Accomplishments of the boordinated Program of Wheeler Springs Comnrun1 ty," Unpublished thesis, Prairie View A. and M.
College Library, 1946.
16Dail,
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l.

That a Coordinated Program of Home and Crop
Improvement be set up in this area though the
P. T. A. with expert guidance being given end

followed up from the administrative and vocational departments of the school .

2.

That the facilities of the school lunch program
be improved by the addition of a modern building with hot and running water and other sanitary
provisions .

3.

That a true picture of the local health conditions
be presented to the local health department by
the P . T. A. and through . them qualify for a
state supplemented Health Center .
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APPENDIX
PREVAILING HEALTH CONDITIONS IN THE COMMUNITY AS
SURVEYED BY THE INDIVIDUAL CASE METHOD
Since the prevailing health status of the colored
residents of the Evans Springs Community was the object of
the survey, the writer decided to make a case study of
fifty families representing a cross section of the community and observe first hand the factors bearing on the
health of the people .

These cases were selected at random.

Case One . -- Three-room box house, poorly constructed, two members of the family of three had been treated by
family physician for Flu . No paper on walls; floor in bad
condition . General condition of home is uncomfortable .
Occupation: Father worked at odd jobs in winter and
attempted crops in spring, poor diet .
Case Two . -- Five- room box house, five in family.
Three family members confined with pneumonia in past three
years. Colds are prevalent this year . General condition
of home uncomfortable . Diet-- meat, corn bread, syrup,
few vegetables, little poultry, or pork.
Father complains of weak heart .
Case Three . -- Three-room box house, fairly comfortable, three in family . Typical diet--corn breadL
BYl,"up, pork meat , simple boiled foods. Farm fair . f'ather
confined two years previously with arthritis. At present
no family illness .
Case Four . -- Three-room box house, barely standing . Three in family, two of school age. Father died
eleven months previously of heart trouble .
Mother works in Neches, Texas at an income of
$4 . 50 per week
Children receive one meal per day from
school lunch. •They appear fairly healthy but lack heavy
coats and shoes for winter wear. '!'hey lack a regular
nutritious diet and have tooth cavities.
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Case Five. -- Five-room box house, four in family,
home badly in need of repair, several windows missing,
general condition unsanitary and uncomf'ortable.
Mother and three children of school age work in
west in fall and return home in mid-winter. Diet--scanty,
store-bought, unbalanced. No fruit or vegetables. Children miss school frequently because of colds. Mother complains that she cannot make living on farm. They have no
chickens or cows.
Case Six. -- Five-room box house, four in family.
Mother and father eke bare living on :farm; visit western
portion of Texas picking cotton.
Home is uncomfortable; diet poor and insufficient
consisting of light bread and canned food from rural store.
No

recent sickness has occurred in this family.

Case Seven. -- Three-room box house, poorly constructed, !n need of repair. Three members of family,
all of whom have chronic asthma and flu have been under
care of doctor during this year.
Occupation:

Farmers.

Case Eiit• -- Five-room box house in fair condition. Diet, tar. Vegetables and milk were had at least
twice a week.
Seven in family. Five children eat school lunch.
Father complains of rheumatic pains.

Case Nine. -- Four-room box house; eight in family.
Father, part-time railroad worker and farmer.
House: condition poor, unsanitary, too small.
Mother, expectant. Diet--poor meat and corn bread
improperly made. Complete lack of table and cooking utensils. Mother confined in hospital three months with pneumonia. Father has bad teeth and tonsilitis.
Case Ten.
Four-room box house, fair condition,
four in family, none of school age. Diet--poor meat, no
milk or fruit.
Occupation:

Farming.

Two serious oases of syphilis and strain of insanity in family.
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Case Eleven. -- Three-room box house in fair condition. Il's.mily or five with no father. Mother lives away
most of the time. 'I'hree school age children who patronize
school lunch. No adequate farming program carried on.
Diet--poor and insufficient.
small chickens.

No corn or hogs; ten

In past two years one case of abortion by 16 year
old girl.
.
Case Twelve.
well built.
Occupation:

Five-room box house in good shape,
Farming.

Diet--regular. Small orchard, cows chickens
hogs. Seven in family. Evidence of securlty. Bad teeth
in parents.
Ailment:

Strain of insanity.

Case Thirteen. -- Four-room box house; occupation,
farming. Ten In family.
Diet poor. Cows, no hogs or poultry.
repair, unsanitary, too small for family.
Ailments:

Home needs

Father, seriously ill, heart trouble.

All children show evidence of undeveloped bone formation.
Case Fourteen. -- Three-room box house, four in
family. Yiet--rair. Lack of beer and poultry. Mother
died of heart and lung ailment at 43. Two children attend
school and eat school lunch.
·

Occupation:

Farming.

Case Fifteen. -- Four-room box house, five in family.
Diet poor. Lacks milk, vegetables and fruit. People go
west to supplement income. Two children now under care of
doctor.
Occupation:

Farming.

Case Sixteen. -- Five-room frame dwelling, needs
repair. F'ather and mother under 48. Diet poor. Two girls
in college. Derive some support from oil revenue. Main
condition is that they are unable to support family adequately with present intake.
Ten in family, four eat school lunch. Child of
seven years sent to sanitarium for acute pneumonia.
Occupation:

Farming.
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Case Seventeen. -- Two-room box house, six in family. Diet poor. No livestock or crop. Small patches
here and there cultivated with hoe. Four children eat at
school lunch.
Grandmother has violent case of high blood pressure.
Occupation:

Father is truck driver.

Case Eiiteen. -- Four-room box house, seven in
family. Four cila.ren eat school lunch. Diet is not nutritious!· lacks milk, poultry, and beef. Two children had
serious llness from pellagra the past year.
Condition of home is fair.
Occupation: Farming. Father works on farm of
adjoining white farmer on part time:.
Case Nineteen. -- Two-room box house, three in family. Mother and father on old age pension. Diet is fair.
One child eats hot lunch. Home is fair.
Case Twenty. -- Five-room brick, seven in family.
Diet is good.
school.

Occupation: Father teaches Veteran Administration
Mother and children farm.

Ailment:
pressure.

Mother under doctor's care for high blood

Case Twenty-one. -- Six in family, box house, poor
condition. Diet--poor, monotonous. Meat is main dish;
no fish or poultry.
Father and two children have been under doctor's
care for attacks of an astblll.atic nature.
Case Twentf-two. -- Four-room box house in very
poor condition.our in family. Two children eat at
school. Father makes part time crop on farm. Diet is
poor. Many times children leave home without breakfast.
Ride bus twenty miles to school.
Both children suffered from flu.
Case Twenty-three. -- Three-room box house, poorly
constructed, tin-covered, partly without ceiling. Several
windowpanes out. Diet is poor. No milk~ spring water,
no poultry grown. Five in family. Conditions overcrowded
and unsanitary. Occupation--truck driver.
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Case Twenty-four. -- Four-room box house, farming
people. li'air crop but no canned fresh vegetables. Fair
selection of farm animals, but no milk or poultry to eat.
Six in family. Mother is suffering from cardiac
heart, asthma. Doctor said that poor house and insufficient diet agravated the condition. Poultry or fish would
help her, he said.
Case Twenty-Five. -- Fair four-room box house. Six
in family; f'alr crop, few peach trees, two cows, three
hogs. Health condition of family is fair. Two members of
the family took treatment for venereal disease. Diet-poor.

Case Twentt-six. -- Five-room frame house, farmer.
Diet--good. Hea17i of family is good but doctor's test
shows inherited strain of TB. Crop is good. Plenty of
stock.
Case ·Twenti-seven. -- Four-room box house is in
poor condition.o paper on walls. Insufficient bedding.
Diet lacked milk or proper combination of fruit e.nd vegetables.

Five members in family. General crop is fair.
Orchard lacks care. Family's first time on farm in three
years. No milk in diet. Children patronize school lunch.
Case Twen~-eight. -- Five-room box house, five in
family. Diet--!' r. Condition of home is fair. General
crop. Some poultry and milk occasionally.

Health good.
Occupation:

Teeth need work in parent's case.
Farming.

Case Twentt-nine. -- Four-room box house, five in
f'amily. Diet--l'a r, and restricted. Small and unsanitary
rooms need repair badly. Two members of family under care
or doctors for venereal disease. Crops are f'air.

Occupation:

Farming.

Case Thirtt•-- Five-room box house, four in family.
Health poor. Mo her at present suf'fering from ulcerated
stomach in Vorhees Clinic. Father weak and afflicted by
rheumatic troubles. The children have not required doctor's care as yet but have weak and flabby limbs.

Poor diet. Father unable to farm regularly.
will be ruture sickness here.

There
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Case Thirtt-one. -- Five-room frame building. Three
in faml.ly. Dietair. One child patronizes school lunch.
Crop is good. No poultry or milk. Health is fair but one
52 year old parent shows signs of approaching heart disorders.
Case Thirty-two. -- Eight-room frame house, one in
family. Home, good. Crop poor but well diversified. Diet
is poor. Health is poor, confined intermittently with
rheumatic fever. Wife died three months previously with
heart trouble.
Case 2.hirty-three. -- Five-room box house, seven in
family. Crop poor but diversified. Father, part time
truck driver in pulp wood industry and farmer. Three
children eat a school lunch.
Health condition: Mother died of bronchial ·p neumonia last year. This year 17 year old daughter confined
for abortion. Diet fair but not balanced.
Case Thirty-four. -- Four-room box house, two vacant
rooms which admit air into other two rooms where the four
family members sleep. Diet,poor and unbalanced. No poultry
or milk. One child in school eats at lunch hour.
Father and 12 yea:r old boy show signs of feeblemindedness.
Case Thirty-five. -- Six-room frame house, good
con di t1on, £'our in family. Mother, 56, has falling spells.
Two children and father bleed easily when struck or when
bruised. Doctor says a better diet would strengthen
blood results. People live in oil area. Diet is fair.
.
Case Thirtt-six. -- Five-room box house fairly
comfortable. Die £air but lacking plenty of milk and
poultry. Plenty of fruit, good orchard and generally a
good crop.
Two school children treated by state for social
diseases. Others 1n family believed to be affected.
Case Thirt -seven. -- Four-room box house. Farmer.
House, poor,
uncomfortable. Good crops, well
diversified.
Family apparently overworked.
Boy of 18 sick with chills and fever. Mother under
physician's ca:re for weak heart. He has recommended a
fish and poultry diet.
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Case 'l1h.irty-eight. -- Four-room box house. Farmers.
House, poor. 'l'hree in f'amily. Health, good. Diet 1s fair.
· Occupation:

Park caretaker.

Case Thirty-nine. -- Four-room box house, six 1n
family. House badly in need of repair. Diet is very poor
and monotonous. Hog meat and corn bread in diet. No
vegetables, milk or fruit were in evidence.
The people mostly worked as day laborers. Three
children patronize the school lunch. The mother suffered
a severe case of flu.
Case Forty. -- Four-room frallie house, five in family.
Three children eat at school lunch; appear to be fairly
· heal thy but exist on poor diet. They 1;1.ave bad teeth and
sores are appearing on ears and hands. Doctors state this
to be evidence of malnutritiam.
Father farms a part-time crop.
but no other stock.

He has work stock

Oase Forty-one. -- Four-room box house, eight in
family. Parents: school teachers. Excellent health.
Diet good. House, poor.
Case Fortt-two. -- Four-room box house, seven in
family. Biet be ter than most other families, but chiefly
lacking in chicken and milk.
Farmer and school bus driver.
Health, fair; wife, 21; underweight, complains of
poor appetite.
Case Forty-three. -- Five-room box house, badlI in
need of repair.Six in family. Diet, fair, lacking n
poultry, fish, and milk. Poor crop.
Mother and father both under care of doctor. One
child needs tonsils removed. No crop. Grandmother receives old ~e pension. Boy in Army, helps support mother
and three children. Father suffers from high blood pressure.
Case Forty-four. -- Three-room box house, fairly
comfortable. £i lve in :family. Diet fairly balanced.
House too small for family and unsanitary. Crop, good and
diversified. Chicken and milk is in diet. All members
of family afflicted with itch.
1
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Case Forty-five . -- Three-room box house, four in
family. P'ather, pulp wood truck driver . Diet restricted,
lacking fruit, milk, poultry. Two children eat at hot
lunch room.
Mother and children make small crop.
few cows. Health, fair .

No poultry,

Case Forty-six. -- Four-room box house, six in family. F'ather is blind and receives pension from government .
Home fairly comfortable . Diet, fair . No crop.
Children show signs of future blindness .
states that inherited syphilis is the cause .

Doctor

Case Forty-seven . -- Seven-room frame house, five
in family . Diet fair . Have all facilities for healthful
life but apparently use old fashioned methods of coo~ing.
Farming people. Poul try and milk not lacking .
Healthy people; no sick record cases.
Case Forty-ei~t . -- Five-room box house, five in
family . House badly n need of repair . Poor diet lacking
starchy foods . Father confined with arthritis . Mother
and children work patches of crop. Two children patronize
school lunch .
Case Forty-nine . -- Four-room box house, eight in
family . Diet, poor and restricted . Father works In El
Paso, Texas. House literally open and unsanitary.
Sores cover legs and face of children. Slow learners . No crop but parents work intermittently as day
laborers .
Case Fifty. -- Five-room box house, four in family .
Farmers . Crop well diversified . Diet is fair, too much
pork perhaps . Mother recently released from Patton and
Vorhees Clinic with gastric stomach disorder .
Case Fifty-one . -- Three-room frame house; father
is farmer. Motlier Is day worker for hire . Mother desperately 111 in January with fainting spells . Ate bad food
from place of employment . Not expected to recover .
Case Fiftz-two . -- Five-room frame house, five in
family. House good but unsanitary . Diet unbalanced but
people financially able to live well . Show evidence of
stinginess and general unconcern . Health, good.
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